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The piles for the bridge piers were then dimensioned as shown in Fig. 6, and it was found that for 
a weight of pile up to 15 t a hammer of 6 t weight with a drop of 50 cm must be assumed.

During the construction of bridge piers as described, it becomes natural to carry out a test load
ing on the vertical piles supporting the caisson. By loading the caisson with water ballast the piles 
can be stressed to about 50% higher loads than those assumed in the computations. This test loading is 
ordinarily extended over a couple of weeks.

The material for the piles is generally timber rounds of Danish spruce. In large numbers they oan 
be obtained only in lengths up to 25 m.

In one of the bridges, where piles longer than 25 m were required, piles up to J6 m, length, were 
successfully used being made up of two timber rounds connected into one length. This connection was 
carried out as shown in Fig. 7. The two pieces of pile are laid out perfectly on line with 10 om clear 
at the butt joint. A suitable number of spikes are driven into the ends of the piles, and a reinforoe- 
ment of steel rounds is fastened to these. The entire joint is enclosed in a steel sheet casing (of 
length about pile-diameters and 15-20 cm larger in diameter than the pile), and the space between 
oasing and pile ends is filled with cement mortar. Computations as well as tests indicate that this 
joint in no way represents a weak point in the pile.

Hollow reinforced concrete piles are used when still longer piles are needed, or when the number of 
piles should preferably be reduced. The piles are emptied for water from the working chamber and filled 
with concrete.

Often, when using a 3 m high working chamber, it may be sufficient to pour only a 1 meter seal of 
concrete in the compressed air. When this seal has hardened, the work can be continued in the dry with
out compressed air, which facilitates the emptying of the hollow piles and the filling in of ooncrete. 
Fig. 8 pictures this condition in one of the working chambers of the above mentioned bridge at Aalborg.
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No. N-5 THE FLOATING FOUNDATION OF THE NEW BUILDING FOR THE NATIONAL LOTTERY OF MEXICO« AN
ACTUAL SIZE STUDY OF THE DEFORMATIONS OF A FLOCCULENT-STRUCTURED DEEP SOIL 

Jose" A. Cuevas, C.E., Paseo de la Reforma, Mexico City

I.- General Description of the Soil and Subsoil of Mexico City. The valley of Mexioo, where the old 
lake was, is filled with a light flooculent structure of eolic origin, down to a depth of hundreds of 
meters.

This mass is interrupted at different depths with layers of denser and stronger material of vol
canic or alluvial origin. The thickness of these deposits ranges from a few oentimeters to a few meters.

The whole subsoil of the City is covered with alluvial deposits or has been artificially gained to 
the lake and covered with detritus. The thickness of this artificial ”crust" varies from nearly a meter 
up to three or four maters, and even more in some places.
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II.- The Local Descent of the Buildings of Mexico City and the General Settlement of the Valley» With 
very few exceptions every building in the City and the soil around it are descending from a fewcenti
meters up to a few meters in the course of years*

The summation of these movements around the buildings, partially explain the general settlement of 
the Valley In and around the City* The following data give an idea of the importance of this general 
movement*

The slope of the Gran Canal along the first 20 Kilometers (see A B in «.nnmc 1) has deoreased from 
*000187 down to *000167 iu 33 years; on the contrary the mean slope of the main—oTd sewers has increased 
from *00060 up to *00075 ^ d  even more, in 25 years. (See CD, EF and GH in annex 1)» The lowest point 
is near the junction of these old main sewers with the Gran Canal»

Another cause of this general settlement may be the shrinkage of the dried crust of the Valley as 
a consequence of the drainage operated by the system formed by the Gran Canal and the sewers of the 
City, during the years they have been at work (35 years until today for the Gran Canal and the oldest 
Main Sewers)*

A third cause of the general descent may 
be the rapidly increasing pumping of artesian 
water from different depths varying from 30 to 
600 meters*

III*- The Foundation of the Mew Building for 
the National Lottery In Plaza de la Reforma~?l, 
Mexico City. By June 1934 the final design was 
approved* Drawings from Annex 2, to Annex 13 
(only annex 13 is shown here) are reductions of 
the prinoipal plans, elevations and cross 
seotions of the new building.

Ending 1933 it was decided to make what 
oould be called - to a certain extent - a "float
ing1* foundation, beoause the old usual systems 
have proved a failure in Mexico City.

It was also decided to start working and 
find out the necessary actual properties and 
behaviour of the subsoil in situi this investi
gation, the last part of the architectural de
sign and the design and working drawings of the 
foundation were made at the same time.

At a depth of one meter the specific mass 
gravity was found to be li|20 kilograms in a 
cubic meter; at 7 meters depth it was only of
1135 K g / m 3 -

Phreatic water was found at a.depth of 1.80 
m. Water content increases with the depth and 
reaches values as high as 3*21 at 10 m depth.
An idea of the permeability of the soil is given 
in Fig. 1, Annex ll).t it is not necessary to

pump but some 20 m3 in twenty four hours with a 
2" pump at a height of 10 meters working l/6 of 
the time, during the dry season, to have the 
excavation free from water.

Care was taken to keep intaot the soil be
low the bottom of the excavation with its normal 
water content.

As it was meant in the word "floating" the idea has been to remove a quantity of earth equivalent 
to the total weight of the new building. (See Note No. 2).

It was known of the elastic and plastio reaction of the subsoil under different stresses but lacked 
formulas and coefficients; there was no proper available Laboratory at Home and failed to get the prompt 
assistance of others abroad; had no time to wait for such information and felt no confidence in the use
fulness of the results due to differences of scale (laboratory and field) and to lack of fidelity of 
exported samples.

It was then determined to measure the actual deformations of the subsoil due to the removal of the 
weight of the old buildings and to the extraction of the earth excavated.

To study the movements of the subsoil a simple device was used called "testigo"« it oonsists of a 
pole A B with a hoof at its bottom B anchored in the layer BB to be studied. (See Fig. 2, annex ll|).

Twelve "testigos" three meters long were planted in the soil with their hoofs three meters below the 
ground at points marked from A to L in Annex 15. The hatched area shows the surface covered by the old 
two storey buildings which were torn down to make room for the new building. Figures enclosed in small 
triangles are the total lift in centimeters of the subsoil since the demolition began until three months 
after the removal of all detritus was over. The "graph" included in the upper part of Annex 15 makes it
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-.m e w  J a y s o n

Riqid substructure 
acting on inverted 
T beam s pinned 
to one another.
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olear how the average lift was declining after 
all detritus was removed.

After laborious calculations were made, 
the substructure of the foundation was finally 
designed: it is hoped that Annex 16 will give 
a clear idea of this reinforced concrete 
structure.

Well aware of the movements of the sub
soil due to the removal of loads, a good many 
"testigos" were planted with their hoofs at a 
depth somewhat greater than that to be reached 
by the excavation.

The excavation was started on July 30,
1934» On August 25, 1934 more than 10 000 m?

had been excavated at a maximum rate of 900 m3 

in 2I4. hours; the average being 390 m^ per day 
of 2I4. hours. The maximum lift observed was 
of 5 centimeters in 2l+ hours, ,the minimum was 
0.5 om and the average 1.55 cm»

In Annex 17 the "graph" illustrates the 
lift of one of the "testigos" from July 30,
193h to August 31» 1934*

The maximum total lift recorded until 
today is 127 centimeters (more than four feet).

On account of the dangers of such large 
movements it was necessary to proceed slowly 
after emergency works were done during the last 
part of 1934 <uid until March 7» 1935*

Records of the lift of "testigos" were 
not discontinued. Annex 18 gives the profile 
of the sole of the new building on March 30,
1936 at a scale of 1: 100 and illustrates the 
movement of such surface since January 1, 1936; 
the vertical distances between the lines are 
the actual sizes of corresponding displacements.

The irregularity of the movements 
illustrated is due to the impossibility of pro
ceeding with the excavation by horizontal 
layers and also to the weight of the wooden 
falsework and the concrete poured during the 
period of observation.

The sole consists of a waterproof mem
brane resting on a flexible wooden floor: 
this membrane 7ri.ll wrap the whole foundation.

On this sole a set of inverted reinforced 
concrete T beams were separately built and so 
pinned as to give to it sufficient flexibility 
to follow the reverse movements necessary to 
place the sole in the position that its sur
face should have had before the excavation 
started, (see Annex 19)«

To force this flexible sole into position 
the rigid substructure A B C D is being so 
loaded with its own weight and with gravel as 
to duplicate both the final weight of the whole 
building and the previously existing pressures 
of the earth removed on the remaining subsoil.

It is hoped that in a few months the 
ballasted foundation will be stabilized in 
order to proceed with the erection of the build
ing itself.

The ballast will be removed as the super
structure progresses so as to maintain the 
whole final weight and the normal stresses on 
the subsoil, throughout the erection and for 
ever.

At present the excavation is almost 
finished; some 80# of the flexible sole has 
been built; 70# of the inverted reinforced con
crete T beams has been poured and the sub
structure has been started.
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N O T E S . -

1) Precautions have been taken In the design to avoid any danger of tilting.

2) In fact more earth has been excavated than is strictly necessary to compensate the whole 
weight of the buildings the difference will be a residual ballast which will be used to 
face final adjustments due to unforeseen changes and hazards.

3) "Testigos" were planted nearly pn the same vertical with their hoofs at different depths so 
as to detect the propagation of ascents and descents at increasing depths with given loads 
or excavations.

I4.) Technical, economical and political obstacles have handicapped the progress of this big 
experimental job whose audacity has been long discussed.

5) At the same time that we are experimenting and trying to solve a definite problem of founda
tion we are looking for more expedient practical tod economical processes of foundation, for 
general cases.

6) Mexico City with its long experience of actual size experiments on foundation and its "hyper
reactive” deep subsoil offers a field exceptionally rare to study Soil Mechanics and Founda
tion Engineering at large.

7) It is our desire to call the attention of technical experts at home and abroad to this 
promising fountain of knowledge and to cooperate in the organization of systematic study 
on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering in this field.


